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20WAYS  TO IMPROVE PATIENT CARE & PHARMACY PROFITABILITY

A Solution Driven Company – Uniweb creates adaptable modular rooms, consultation 
spaces, and counters with cost-effective systems to enhance maximum work-flow 
and efficiency. Room sizes, aesthetics, and equipment configurations are limitless!

Consultation and Immunization 
Spaces Expertly Crafted  
by Uniweb, Inc.

Founded: 1970
Employees: 100+
Toll-Free Phone: (800) 486-4932
Phone: (951) 279-7999
Fax: (951) 279-7989
Address: 222 South Promenade Avenue, Corona, CA 92879
Website: www.uniwebinc.com
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/pages/Uniweb-

Inc/206393936052217
Instagram: www.instagram.com/uniweb_inc/

Company Background
n Strong As Steel For 50 Years!
Founded in 1970, Uniweb’s expertise is the design and manufacturing of  
quality fixtures that go beyond the retail pharmacy doors. Whether it is 
new construction, relocation, or a renovation, Uniweb offers a complete 
line of  fixture solutions and dedicated designers to guide you through 
the process.

A sample of  our offerings includes complete modular rooms, clean-line 
wall storage panels, retail merchandising, RX fixtures, behind the scene 
storage, locking cabinets, and adjustable height workstations. The walls, 
counters, cabinets, shelving, and accessories provide unlimited expansible 
flexibility, while giving you the freedom to design and equip your space 
for unsurpassed utility and appearance at an affordable price. You have 
total control over how walls, cabinets, and shelves are configured and 
how merchandise is displayed or stored. Let them help you improve 
your service flow, increase productivity, maintain pharmacy security, 
and add new technology, while bringing the operation in on budget with 
unmatched products and support!

Uniweb is earth friendly! Uniweb’s manufacturing process emits no 
VOCs and uses 100% reclaimed water. Uniweb runs daytime “lights-
out” energy conservation in the plant and night-time “lights-out” laser 
operation. Additionally, Uniweb panels contain 30% recycled steel and 
are completely recyclable! These manufacturing efficiencies are passed 
on to create beneficial cost savings for our customers!

Product Overview
n Strength and Artistry
After becoming a premier fixture supplier in the retail market, Uniweb 
became pioneers and leaders in the development of  shelving in the 
pharmacy fixture sector. Their RX product lines are all designed to 
provide efficient work areas for pharmacists and their teams. Uniweb 
RX systems hold more products, which equates to 35% more product 
storage in the same footprint over conventional systems; more profit to 
the bottom line! They also provide products for institutional applications, 

consultation and exam spaces, retail needs, offices and workstations, and 
extended care facilities. Knowing the essence of  aesthetics to you and 
your customers in your retail and pharmacy spaces, Uniweb constructs 
productivity enhancing products using all-steel pharmacy systems, 
softened with unlimited choices of  millwork décor and fabric panels.

Uniweb’s Consultation/Immunization Rooms  
Provide You With ...
n	Convenience and Ease of Access: With Uniweb’s portable and flexible 
design, store designers can install the room virtually anywhere. Our ADA 
compliant entries will accommodate all users of the space. The consult room 
can be placed near the check-out station for easy access for transactions, 
procedures, or conversations between patients and pharmacy staff.

n Privacy and Comfort: Welcoming ambiance with the use of privacy 
glass doors and panels to create a warm and inviting setting. Allowing 
for natural light keeps the room comfortable. Combine this with sound 
absorbing décor fabric panels to maintain patient confidentiality.

n Optimal Layouts: Uniweb manufactures functional private spaces, 
and even complete rooms, to fit into your current layout. As your needs 
change, so can your room! Whether you need more space or need to 
change your operation’s layout, you are not locked into your original plan. 
These dynamic rooms allow the freedom to develop and equip your area 
for unsurpassed utility and appearance at an affordable price.

Product Specifications: A Myriad of Possibilities
An infinite number of  design possibilities are available: custom metal 
finishes, trim strips, décor panels, laminates, wood and wood veneers, 
dry wall facings, decorative metals, glass, tile, awnings, special lighting, 
signage, and many others. Add these custom design features to Uniweb’s 
interchangeable components and accessories, and you receive endless 
options to complete or restyle your project.

Additional Product Modules
n Uniweb OTC Display Fixtures
Uniweb crafts unique custom-made shelving designed to fit your specific 
OTC needs. The density of  the Uniweb panel’s channels means no 
obnoxious gaps or wasted space. OTC product facings are increased by 
a minimum of  17 to 25%, and in some cases up to 50%! This extreme 
capitalization on space results in greater profits for retailers! Use the 
smaller shelves for small products on the top of  the display and graduate 
down the unit to larger shelves for the bulkier/heavier items. Moreover, 
with Uniweb you can shelve and peg, side by side! With such an immense 
amount of  OTC products available, Uniweb provides the ideal sales tool 
in displaying and organizing the product for peak customer appeal and 
easy “shopability.” Let Uniweb help you create a complimentary and 
inviting climate for the customers to enjoy, maximizing those profits!


